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Category name Report name Report description

Administrative 
reports

User activity 
report

The User activity report gives an overview over the users that have logged in to WEBFLEET. This 
includes the date, the time, the host and the IP address of the user's computer and if the login was 
successful.

Administrative 
reports

Notifications 
report

WEBFLEET can automatically create notifications (warnings) when certain messages, for example 
status messages, are received. The Notifications report shows an overview of all notifications including 
the message text and notification level.

Driving 
performance 
reports

RPM report The RPM report provides an overview of the times that your selected vehicles are over-revving into 
relation to the total driving time. This report is only available for LINK 510 units.

Driving 
performance 
reports

Idle time exception 
report

The Idle time exception report provides a list of idling exceptions for the selected vehicles. Idle events 
are reported when the vehicle is standing still with the engine running for more than 5 minutes. Time, 
place and duration are shown for further explanation. This report uses the connection of the engine 
signal and is only available for LINK 3xx and 510 units.

Driving 
performance 
reports

Idle fuel exception 
report

The Idle fuel exception report provides a list of idling exceptions for the selected vehicles. Wasted fuel 
due to idling is reported if the vehicle is standing still with the engine running for more than 5 minutes. 
Time, place and duration are shown for further explanation. This report uses the connection of the 
engine signal and is only available for LINK 3xx and 510 units.

Driving 
performance 
reports

Driving events The Driving events report provides a list of undesirable driving events such as hard braking and harsh 
cornering for the selected vehicles and period. Type of event, time, place, duration and severity are 
shown for further explanation.

Driving 
performance 
reports

CO2 report The CO2 report shows how much CO2 your fleet and individual vehicles produced during their trips. 
The trips are sorted by vehicle. Each trip’s CO2 emission is categorised to show how environmentally 
responsible a trip was.

Driving 
performance 
reports

OptiDrive report The OptiDrive report shows the values for speeding, idling, driving events and fuel consumption 
per driver. These values are calculated for the period of time configured in the WEBFLEET account 
settings and include all vehicles a driver used during that time. You also see the OptiDrive value that is 
calculated from these four variables. Developments in the driver's driving behaviour are tracked and 
shown as a trend.

Driving 
performance 
reports

Fuel consumption 
report

The Fuel consumption report provides a detailed overview of how much fuel vehicles used per day in 
the selected period.

i/o reports Input/output 
report

The Input/output report provides an overview of the input and output messages and the location where 
these messages originated from. To use this report, you need to have an output or input connected to 
your LINK unit.

i/o reports Input/output 
report (detailed)

The Input/output report (detailed) provides an overview of the input and output messages and the 
location where these messages originated from for the selected vehicle. To use this report, you need to 
have an output or input connected to your LINK device.

Location reports State mileage 
report

The State mileage report shows the mileage driven in each US state for each of the vehicles you have 
selected during the defined period. Additionally, this report gives you an overview of US states and the 
total mileage driven across all the vehicles you selected for this period.

Location reports Address/location 
report

The Address/location report shows a list of stops at certain addresses or locations including the time 
the stop started and ended and the resulting duration.

Location reports Current position 
report

The Current position report gives an overview of the current position of the selected vehicle. It also 
includes the current speed of the vehicle and the time the last position was reported to WEBFLEET.

Maintenance 
reports

Maintenance 
overview per 
vehicle

The Maintenance overview per vehicle report shows a list of maintenance schedules. This includes when 
maintenance is next due and when maintenance was last carried out.

Maintenance 
reports

Maintenance 
report

The Maintenance report shows an overview of scheduled maintenance tasks. Tasks can be overdue, 
completed or open. The progress of tasks, the date they were last done, and their next scheduled date 
is provided in a clear overview. Using this information you can monitor the maintenance intervals of 
your fleet's vehicles, plan garage visits and create a maintenance history archive.
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Order status 
reports

Order status report The Order status report provides an overview of all orders for the selected period, sorted by the status 
of the order.

Order status 
reports

Order report 
(detailed)

The Order report (detailed) provides an overview of all order-related messages. These messages are 
presented in groups, sorted by order number and vehicle name.

Order status 
reports

Order overview 
report

The Order overview report provides a list of all orders including all relevant details for the selected 
period, sorted by vehicle. It provides a graph on the percentage of finished orders per day measured 
against the fleet’s average over time. A second graph shows the number of delayed orders in 
comparison to the finished orders over time.

Trip reports Daily summary The Daily summary report provides a clear overview of your vehicles' daily activities. Additionally, it 
lists all stops including those when drivers did not turn off the ignition.

Trip reports Trip report (daily 
summary by 
driver)

The Trip report (daily summary by driver) provides an overview of the trips for the drivers that you 
select.

Trip reports Trip report (weekly 
summary)

The Trip report (weekly summary) adds up the total time and distance of all the trips for a certain 
vehicle per week.

Trip reports Trip report 
(monthly 
summary)

The Trip report (monthly summary) adds up the total time and distance of all the trips for a certain 
vehicle per month.

Trip reports Trip report 
(quarterly 
summary)

The Trip report (quarterly summary) adds up the total time and distance of all the trips for a certain 
vehicle per quarter.

Trip reports Trip report 
(detailed with 
downtime)

The Trip report (detailed with downtime) shows the same information as the Trip report (detailed) and it 
also includes the time between single trips during the day.

Trip reports Trip report 
(logbook by driver)

The Trip report (logbook by driver) gives an overview of the trips for the selected driver made during 
the selected period, including the start and end location. It differentiates between private and business 
trips. The information for the Logbook report is available for the last two full calendar years in addition 
to the current calendar year. This is useful, for example, for tax purposes.

Trip reports Excessive mileage 
report

The Excessive mileage report shows a list of all vehicles that exceed the chosen limit for daily mileage. 
For all selected vehicles the report shows relevant trip data for the selected date such as daily hours 
and odometer readings.

Trip reports Trip report (daily 
summary)

The Trip report (daily summary) adds up the total time and distance of all the trips for a certain vehicle 
per day. It also shows the location reached at the end of the last trip of that day. Visual graphs show 
your vehicles’ daily mileage and the time your vehicles were in use compared to the time they were 
being driven.

Trip reports Trip report 
(detailed)

The Trip report (detailed) provides a detailed overview of all the trips from ignition on to ignition off. 
This includes the driver, location reached, distance travelled and fuel consumption information per 
vehicle per day.

Trip reports Trip report 
(logbook)

The Trip report (logbook) gives an overview of the trips for the selected vehicle made during the 
selected period, including the start and end location. It differentiates between private and business 
trips. The information for the Logbook report is available for the last two full calendar years in addition 
to the current calendar year. This is useful, for example, for tax purposes.

Working time 
reports

Tachograph 
working time 
report (by driver) 

The Tachograph working time report (by driver) provides an overview of the working time, sorted by 
driver. In this report, the working time is reported using the digital tachograph that is connected to the 
LINK device installed in the vehicle.

Working time 
reports

Working time 
report (by vehicle) 

The Working time report (by vehicle) provides an overview of the working time, sorted by vehicle. In 
this report, the working times have been reported by the driver using the PRO navigation device.

Working time 
reports

Tachograph 
working time 
report (by vehicle) 

The Tachograph working time report (by vehicle) shows an overview of the working time, sorted by 
vehicle. In this report, the working time is reported using the digital tachograph that is connected to the 
LINK device installed in the vehicle.

Working time 
reports

Out of hours report The Out of hours report shows a list of all trips within time frames that can be defined per day. Using 
this report you can monitor if your vehicles are used during these time frames.

Working time 
reports

Excessive daily 
hours report

The Excessive daily hours report provides a list of all vehicles that exceed the chosen limit for daily 
usage hours. For all selected vehicles the report shows relevant trip data for the selected date such as 
daily mileage and trip time.

Working time 
reports

Late start / Early 
finish report

The Late start / Early finish report provides a list of all vehicles that started later than the chosen start 
time or finished earlier than the chosen end time. For all selected vehicles the report shows relevant trip 
data for the selected date such as daily mileage and daily hours.

Working time 
reports

Driver trip duration 
exception report

The Driver trip duration exception report show trips that have exceeded 2 hours without a minimum 15 
minute break. A break is defined as a minimum duration of 15 minutes with the ignition off or the vehicle 
standing still. Stops that are shorter than 15 minutes are not considered as a break.

Working time 
reports

Working time 
report (by driver) 

The Working time report (by driver) provides an overview of the working time as reported by the driver 
using the PRO navigation device, sorted by driver. This includes start and end times for work or breaks, 
the duration, the vehicle and the position from which the working state was reported. Working hours 
are visualised in graphs as summaries and per driver per day.

Working time 
reports

Driver working 
hours exception 
report 

The Driver working hours exception report lets you see if any of your drivers are working for longer than 
they are permitted. You can select the limit (>4hours, >6hours, >8hours, >10hours, >12hours, >16hours, 
>20hours) and see which drivers are working longer than the alloted time per day.


